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L I. Project Overview

The activity described in this report is the result of a

grant from the National Science Foundation to the Board of

Trustees, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 1985-

1986. The grant number, NSF-SPI-8470054, was part of the

honors program providing recognition to high school teachers.

Objectives of the Progran

This activity provided cual benefits eor participants:

1) recognition of the outstanding example of professional

commitment they currently set and 2) an opportunity for con-

tinuing growth in the area of science education. A special

sub-group of high school teachers were selected to partici-

pate in this activity, Oat is, teachers of the physically

handicapped.

Teachers of the physically handicapped do very inspiring

work against heavy odds in a variety of difficult settings.

For instance, a high school for the deaf or blind will typi-

cally have only one ar two science teachers who are respon-

sible fox the entira curriculum--general science, earth science,

biology, physics and chemistry. A rural, itinerant teacher

must take science over dusty roads to teach it in a student':

bedroom. A teacher of science in a large metropolitan district

may be working a special school for the handicapped, iso-

lated from her scientific colleagues.



It was apparent to us that the efforts of these teachers

deserve recognition. Therefore, we offered an Honors Workshop

for outstanding high school science teachers of the physically

handicapped in the greater Midwest. Twenty-five teachers came

to SIUC to receive awards for their outstanding contribution

to science teaching, to update their training in several areas

of science, to consider together the trends in science educa-

tion and to share with each other teaching strategies for their

special populations. These leaders in science education for

the handicapped returned home to host regional workshops in

science education of the handicapped for their colleagues.

Project Goals

We anticipated that providing an enriching experience for

high school teachers of science for physically handicapped

students would aclieve three major goals. These major goals

were:

1) To provide greater community-wide recognition for this

telect group of teachers, aiding in raising their morale levels

and helping to retain the most qualified individuals in the pro-

fession;

2) To arouse higher aspirations in the to -,chers for their

physically handicapped students throl!gh an emphasis upon the

latest technological devices and pedagogical approaches;

3) To heighten the interest of teachers themselves in the

continually expanding field of science by presenting to them the

latest scientific breakthroughs.

%I* 1.... 5
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L Participant Selection

A :study by Westling (1982) determined thL characteristics

of superior special education teachers. Many of these charac-

teristics described personal and professional traits which

distinguish the best teachers from the average. These qualities

were incorporated into the criteria for selection of participants

in the Honors Workshop:

1) Develops owr lesson plans which are adaptive to in-

dividual needs:

2) Relies upon one-to-one instruction at least 1;3 of the

time;

3) Uses a variety of instructional approaches, including

media and small group activities, as well as lecture;

4) Pre-tests and post-tests stnaents to chart individual

progress;

5) Uses positive reinforcement as a behavioral control,

predominantly;

6) Meets on a regular basis with most students' parents;

7) Consults with professional counterparts, i.e. guidance

counselors and teachers of other subjects, to develop a unified

approach to students' educational progress;

8) Is fully certified in area of specialization;

9) Is working toward or has completed a master's degree.

Selection of participants was a three-stage decision in-

volving: 1) community, 2) county, and 3) state education officials.

Principals in local schools and districts were asked to utilize

the Westling checklist to identify individuals who met the criteria

for participation in the workshop. Principals were required to

6
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4

include a letter with supporting data when making the nomination. It

was the intent of the proposal for principals to forward their selection

to county superintendents, the superintendents assessing the candi-

datesby the following eligibility standards:

1) Teaching experience of at least 5 years;

2) Teaching science for a minimum of 3 years;

3) Classification in one of the following: a) teach in a school

which specializes in the education of the physically handicapped, in-

cluding residential schools for the blind and deaf, b) itinerant

teacher of the handicapped, or c) teach in special classes for the

physically handicapped in a regular school setting.

County superintendents were to forward non,aees to the State Sup-

erintendent. Superintenddnts of special schools, such as the State

School for the Blind, were also given the opportunity to nominate.

Each State Superintendent then was to have chosen participants on the

basis of geographic distribution, equalizing rural and c y sections of

the state. Preference was also to have been given to special education

teachers who work in large metropolitan areas. This preference ws plan-

ned since, according to Bina/ these teachers receive the least amount

of community recognition for their work, An attempt was made to en-

courage each state to include as a nominee, a teat-her in a residential

school or an itinerant teacher.

Initial Publicity

Since one of the major objectives of the program was to ensure

recognition to these teachers and to heighten the awareness of the

public to the outstanding work being undertaken by them, efforts were

7



5

made to report these activities to the media. The directors have no

way of determining how many total newspapers picked up the stc y.

Copies of all news releases appear in the Appendi:c, A.

Participants

Fifteen thousand mailings were sent to the principals of high

schools in the fifteen-state area including:

Arkansas Oklahoma

South Dakota Kansas

Nebraska Missouri

Iowa Kentucky

Wisconsin Tennessee

Illinois Michigan

Indiana Ohio

Alabama

However, only some of the individuals who were selected to parti-

cipate in the summer workshop had been screened by local officials

according to the process previously outlined. After the initial

mailing to all principals of high schools was made in December, the

project director sent out two additional mailings, one in March to

300 special programs for the handicapped and special education schools

and an additional mailing of 5000 was made in April to the Chairmen of

Science Departments who were members of the NSTA,Nat.i.onal Science

Teachers Association. Th'. Project director also attended the National

meeting in Cincinnati of the National Science Teachers Association.

As a direct result of attendance at that meeting, three add...tional

applications were received from teachers. Because of the low response

from the potential pool of applicants in May, personal phone calls

8
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were made to many high echool principals in Illinois south of

Springfield. This late effort at telephone communication, while

expensive, achieved significant results. Eleven additional

applications were received from science teachers. The final

breakdown of workshop attendance showed a representation of ten

states, the majority from Illinois. See Appendix for a view

of where the participants were drawn from. Although the previously

described selection process only applied to those chosen by April,

and representation was not adhered to as rigidly as the original

design suggested, the mix of science teachers and special education

teachers which was the end result of the response to mail and phone

announcements proved beneficial. Many of the participants indicated

that they had learned a great deal from each other. Francis Kitten

shared his computerized science labs and lessons. Among others,

Patricia DeWalt shared the Detroit city-wide science curriculum

review and Kelly Mossman taught braille to teachers who did not knot:

it.

Project Staff

In addition to the Project Director, the project staff included

three science instructors, a specialist in ed,:catton of the handicapped,

a research assistant and a graduate assistant. These individuals were:

Mary Jane Sullivan, Ed.D., Ball State University, Muncie, IN 1980,
Project Director, was responsible for the design of innovative
approaches to instructional delivery in SIU's Division of
Continuing Education. She led the Science Teachers Trends Seminar.

Bruce Petersen, Ph.D. University of Colcrado, Boulder, 1968, Co-
director, is former Assistant Professor of Biology, Department of
Zoology at SIUC. Dr. Petersen was responsible for the instruc-
tional aspects of the program. He taught the biology course.

9
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Julia French, M.A., College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN 1972,
is the Unit Director for the Bureau of Exceptional Children of
the Kentucky State Office of Education. She coordinated the
course Innovative Methods for Teaching Science to the Handi-
capped.

Frank C. Sanders, Ph.D., University of Texas, Austin, 1968,
taught the physics course. A popular teacher with over 15
years experience, he is an Associate Professor in the Department
of Physics and Astronomy at SIUC.

Roger E. Beyler, Ph.D., University of Illinois, Cnampaign,
1949, is a Professor in the SIUC Department of Chemistry a.id
Biochemistry. He has more than 25 years experience in
teaching chemistry and led the chemistry course.

Brenda Pyatt - a graduate student who conducted research for
the workshop. as well as providing on site coordination of
the many details necessary to the smooth functioning of the
workshop.

Jim Gibson - graduate assistant to the science faculty who
assisted with design and coordination of each of the labs,
and who worked with the participants in completing their
science labs.

10
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II. Curriculum

The core of the Honors Workshop was the science courses and the

educational methods course. The schedule which appears in Appendix C

indicates that participants spent sixteen hours in lecture and 6+ hours

it lab for each science course taken. In addition, they were all re-

quired to complete a course in teaching the handicapped. This course

Elso consisted of sixteen lecture hours.

The content of the science courses was designed to update the

teachers in zoology, chemistry and physics. The topics taught and a

description of each of the labs appears in the accompanying pages.

It should be noted that these topics do not represent any sequential

set of learning tasks within each subject field, but rather, were de-

signed to give participants an opportunity to increase in depth their

knowledge of a topic which should have broad applicability in their

teaching.

It is understood that science instruction presents a particular

challenge fQr physically handicapped students. In a nationwide s'udy

of hearing impaired teenagers, Sunal discovered that 20% received no

science instruction at all, that cO% received instruction which allowed

for a low level cf student activities and that in 57% of the cases, the

standard science curriculum was not adapted to their particular needs.

These figures are no doubt comparable for the other disabilities.



L To that end, the high school science curriculum of most

physically and sensorally handicapped students should emphasize two

major aspects:

1) The scientific aspects of their daily environment,

2) The development of the critical reasoning skills
necessary to scientific pursuits through direct
involvement in laboratory experiences.

The workshop emphasized these objectives in the choice of en-

richment lectures/labs, and in the emphasis upon improving pedagogical

approaches to instruction with the ultimate goal of achieving

"Scientific Literacy" which Yager points out should be the objective

of al] pre-college science instruction.

The emphasis in the science labs which were conducted as a part

of this workshop was on applications of scientific principles to

their effects upon human beings--or as Bybee, et al, term it, "Human

Ecology."

Physics Topics - Instructor, Frank Sanders, Assoc. Professor

The standard curriculum in an introductory course in physics,

whatever the level of instruction, has very little connection with the

physics done by a practicing physicist and can often seem unconnected

to a typical high school physics student's everyday experiences.

Therefore, the topics chosen for these physics lectures attempted to

cover areas of modern physics that are stimulating and exciting to the

professional physicist and layman alike.

12
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Modern physics has increasingly entered into our daily

experience through technological and commercial development of devices,

such as transistors and lasers, once found only in a physicists'

laboratory. Its impact on contemporary living is as mundane as the

microwave oven and as world-threatening as the nucicar arms race. The

topics covered provided a physics teacher with sufficient supplementary

material to make a standard introductory physics course more stimulating

and more relevant to the student. One common problem experienced by

beginning physics students is making the connection between the world

as they have experienced it and the world as physics instructs them

to view it. This problem becomes more acute for a handicapped student

whose experience of the world around him may be more limited. With a

more restricted set of experiences, such students have less to draw on

as they try to incorporate the abstracted version of physical

phenomena presented to them in a course in physics.

Although the impact of modern physics on contemporary life is

significant and ever-growing, the actual physical phenomena involved

are beyond any direct sensory perception. In this sense, these topics

are ideal for presentation to physically and sensorally handicapped

students--they are at no disadvantage whatsoever in grappling with

a physicist's conception of an atom or a galaxy, their experiences in

microphysics or cosmology are no more limited than any other beginning

student of physics.

The laboratories stressed hands-on experience in the use of

elect.)7'c equipment and laboratory instrumentation.

13
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The laboratories familiarized the participants with the use of

electronic test equipment such as oscilloscopes, signal generators

and waveform analyzers, vi well as develop an understanding of wave

phenomena and sound. Measurements were made not only aurally, but

also visually (by use of the oscilloscope). In the laboratory on Light and

Spectroscopy, participants were also introduced to the use of the

spectroscope and the spectral analysis of different light sources.

Physics Lecture Topics

1, Illustrating Physical Concepts via Lecture Demonstrations
(21 lectures.

2. The Quantum Revciution--10 years that Shook Physics -3
lectures,

3. Randomness & Uncertainty in Classical and Quantum Physics
lectures,

4. Lasers and Ultra-precise Measurement and Control--1 lecture.

5. The Second Law of Thermodynamics--2 lectures.

6. Particle Physics--QCD, Quarks, Gluons, and all that--2
lectures.

7. Cosmology--The Big Bang and After the Big Bang--4 lectures.

Chemistry Topics - Instructor, Roger Beyler, Professor

Just as the physics topics were chosen around the idea that

changes in our understanding of the physical world are most relevant to

the "world of the 1980's", providing a high level of motivation on the

part of Both the participant-teachers and the high school students they

14



direct, so too, the topics chosen for study in Chemistry relate

closely to the problems posed by "chemicals" in our everyeay lives.

As Yager pointed out, the approach to science curriculum

construction in most high school texts is to present the basic

principles necessary to a full understanding of chemistry in a

manner which would suggest the student would continue his/her

training to one day enter professional life. For the vast majority

of students this is not the case, and therefore, a rethinking of the

approach to the subject is important. The topics chosen to study

in chemistry appear on the following pages.

15
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CHEMISTRY TOPICS
13

Food (1Food Additives are GRAS; Reading Food Labels Should Not Be Hazardous to
Your Health)

The general public has become nearly psychotic about food from concerns
about chemicals that may cause cancer or heart disease thirty years the
future to worries about what diet will maintain a trim, young athletic figure.
One needs to get a balanced view of good nutrition, based on a little
knowledge of chemistry, and also an appreciation of what the Food and Drug
Administration has dome for our health by GRAS and labelling requirements.
The food we buy the days is safer, better and provides improved nutrition
compared to that of our grandparents, but we need to use a little chemical
sense in our selection process.

Agricultural Chemicals (All Farming is "Organic"Since Carbon is the Vital
Element; Pesticides are a Necessary Pest but should be
the Last Choice.)

Farming consists of helping plants to take CO2 from the air and H2O from
the soil and convert them into carbon-containing (organic, that is) compounds.
Fertilizer, primarily in the form of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium, is
not a major component of plant and animal waste products; thus, synthetic
fertilizers (not organic) are the chemicals of choice for any large farming
operation. To give humans rather than pests a chance to get most of the food
from plants, a continuous pest management effort must be made. The "cides"
(insecticides, "weedicides" known as herbicides, rodenticides, and many
others) are the chemist's answer to this problem. However, because most of
these chemicals are toxic (at some level) to humans, it is important to use
other methods for pest control when practical. Insect sterilization, insect
hormones, pheromones, and other strategies are becoming more common in the
fight for more and better food.

Cleansing Agents (Cleanliness is Related to Fats, Soaps, Syndets, and
Sunders)

Soaps are made from fats; syndets are made from petroleum. Each of these
has advantages and disadvantages but the detergents are the major cleansing
agents for clothes, dishes, household interiors, and commercial cleansing.
Some human body cleansing seems the last stronghold for soaps. Implications
of these facts for biodegradability, water eutrophicationjand consumption of
nonrenewable resources are a cause for concern about our future ecology.
Also, the hazards of storing these and other chemicals in the home needs
greater attention.

16



L Energy from Fossil Fuels (Should We Scrub, Precipitate, Convert Catalytically,

or Stop Combustion Completely?; Get the Sulfur not

the Lead Out)

What about the combustion of coal, petroleum and viral gas? Can we

continue to risk the short term (acid rain) and long term (CO2 greenhouse

climate changes) effects from the oxidation process? Sulfur removal before or

after burnir:g coal is a vexing problem, but oxides of nitrogen from any

burning process (remember that ore petroleum and natural gas are burned than

coal) give a strong acid, HNO314:rcid rain. The automobile catalytic converter

is fine for HC and CO, but what'about NOx? Just how much acid rain comes from

SOx and how much from NOx? One hesitates to mention, in the midst of the

widespread antinuclear sentiment of the moment, that nuclear energy does not

involve combustion with its attendant air pollution.

Alcohols ("Alcohol" is More than an Intoxicating Beverage)

One thinks of "ailcohol" as being the one consumed by people - one of our

recreational drugs. It may come as a surprise to beginning students in

chemistry that there are many interesting alcohols and that etl,.y1 alcohol is

used in large amounts for industrial purposes. To call attention to some of

the smalle- alcohols (wood, rubbing alcohols, antifreeze, and glycerine, for

example) and to larger and more complex alcohols like cholesterol and glucose,

etc., would be the purpose of dealing with this important class of organic

compounds.

Water ("Zero Discharge" is a Pipe Dream)

We take this chemical for granted. It is always available and is

presumed to be reasonably pure. Man and nature have been adding chemicals to

our lakes and rivers for centuries and ultimately they end up in the ocean.

Waste water treatment from municipal sources has been improving, that from

industrial sources is getting much more attention, but we will never achieve

"zero discharge" of a pollutant. The analytical techniques just keep ,atting

better from ppm to ppb to ppt, etc. However, we must concentrate more on

those fat soluble polyhalogenated compounds that concentrate in man's food

Chain.

Air (Inversion is the First Step to PAN, Tears, and Cell Destruction; Smog is

of Two Kinds, but Smo!,e and Fog Don't Give Either Kind.

Your pollutant becomes a problem has been applied to cigarette

smoking; it is in an early stage of application to the acid rain problem. A

common repository, the atmosphere, for everyone's "junk" must lead to legal

17
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controls at sdme stage. Smog in both major forms is now a known chemical
kw. hazard with aetailed chemical equations to accompany it. The quality of our

air must be returned to the level it once was; we all end up helping to pay
for that.

Drugs (highs and Lows: Are They Normal? - Yes but Not When in the Extreme;
Your Pharmacist is the Only Drug Pusher You Can Trust)

':ou can't remain at the same level of mental excitation or relaxation.
Lows and highs happen from internal body chemistry, but too many people want
external drugs to get their mood where they think they want to be.
"Recreational drugs" is a positive view of the subject but terms like
addiction, narcosis, dependence,and overdose are the negative side that can't
bc! ignored. Toxicity, fetal damage, and life threatening aspects of those
drugs that affect the central nervous system must be brought to the attention
of both younger and older generation groups in our society.

18
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ZOOLOGY TOPICS - Bruce Petersen, Instructor

The emphasis in the Zoology sequence was also upon those

topics in this field of study which are changing rapidly and

in which students would find application to problems which they

would have to solve as informed citizens during the coming decades.

ZOOLOGY LECTURE TOPICS

1. Basic Principles and Rules of Ecology

2. Energy Flow and Its Application to Human Ecology

3. The Cycling of Materials and Their Implications for Humanity

4. World 'arrestrial Biomes: Tundra, Desert, Grassland

5. World Terrestrial Biomes: Tropical Rainforest, Taiga, TemperateDeciduous Forest

6. Demography

7. Ecological Aspects of Human Population -Increase

8. Dr. Paul Yambert: Environmental Ethics and Your Lifestyle

9. Habitat Destruction and the Extinction of Species

10. Ecological Aspects of Nuclear War--The Cold and the Dark

11. Ecological Problems of Providing for Human Energy Demand: Oiland Gas

12. Ecological Problems of Providing for Human Energy Demand: Coaland Nuclear Power

13. Natural Selection and the Evidence for It

14. Evolution of Some Animal Groups

15. Human Evolution

16. Dr. Paul Arthur Schilpp: Teaching--The Greatest Profession

19
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In aadition to the sixteen hours of lecture which the instructors

gave to students in each one of the sciencez, there were also three new

two hour labs offereA,,in each subject. Descriptions of each of these

labs appear on the accompanying pages in the following order: Physics,

Chemistry, Zoology.

20
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PHYSICS

LA ORATOR`? #1

Il MICROWAVES : ETANDING-WAVE INTERFERENCE

Al Equipment Needed

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
18

a) Microwave Transmitter
0) 2 Reflecting Dishes

c) Microwave Receiver and Signal Strength Meter
d) Meter Stick

83 Frocedure

1) First, be sure that the OUTPUT LEVEL control of the microwave transmitter
is turned to a minimum.

.:) Connect the equipment as shown in FIGURE 1.1. kNote: Antenna disnes #. and
*2 should originally be placed 0.3 m apart, on the meter stick.)

:.) Plug in the microwave transmitter and turn the OUTPUT control to about half-
way. Allow about a minute warm-up time before continuing.

4) moving the receiving antenna left to right in front of the transmitting
antenna dishes (at a distance of aoout 3 feet) determine the approximate
locations of the regions of constructive interference ( the signal strength
meter will indicate a maximum at these regions)

SI NU4 move the transmitting dishes so that they are approximately 0.4 m apart
and again aetermine the approximate locations of the regions of constructive
interference.

oi Again move the transmitting antenna dishes so t'at they are now approximatalv
0.t m apart on the meter stick and determine the approximate locations of the
regions of constructive interference.
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Oil Does the change in distance between the transmitting antenna disnes attect the
interference pattern'' If so, howl

II] MICROWAVES : DIFFRACTION

Al Equipment Needed

a) Microwave Transmitter

b) Transmitting Antenna

c) Double-Slit Metal Diffraction Grating tior the transmitter)
d) Microwave Receiver and Signal Strength Meter
e) Meter Stick

B] Procedure

1) First, he sure that tns OUTPUT control of the microwave transmitter is
turned to a minimum.

2) Lonnect the equipment as shown Ln FIGURE I.:. Place tne metal
diftraction grating over the opening of the transmitting antenna.%

FIGURE 1.2

Sivil 4idn1ib st eint

3) Plug in the microwave transmitter and turn the OUTPUT control to about
halfway. Allow about one minute warm-up time before continuing.

4. Meas :re the Olatance ly) from the axis to the center of tne "first"
maximum. Measure the perpendicular distance (0) from the transmitting
aotenna to tree plane ot the diffraction patterns. Measure the distance id)
between the centers ot the two slits of the diffraction grating.
(Sae F:GURE 1.3)

d = a

Y 2

b :--

-(2) 22



FI,-,URE 1.3
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011 Using Equation 1 calculate the wavelength (X.1 of the microwaves being
generatea by the microwave transmitter. ( a=1 since we measured the distance

),) to the "first" maximum )

Equation 1: ?1. = vd

mD

G2l 6iven that microwaves tbeing a form of electromagnetic radiation) travel at
the same velocity as light ( about 3.0 x 10 a/sec ), find the frequency of
the microwaves being generated.

Equation 2 f =_v_

X.
x

f = frequency
v = velocity
A.= wavelength

1113 LASER: DIFFRACTION (MULT1PLE-SliT)

Al Equipment Needed

a) Helium-Neon laser

b) Multiple-Slit Diffraction Grating
C) Diffraction Grating Plate

6) Proceaure

1) Plug in and turn on the power to the laser. (Note: .* 411ow tna laser
to warm Jr, for at least one minute before pushing in the button to start
the laser 'o iaslno.,

FIGURE 1.1i

Laser..

Light beam --____

Observationsamm

rVer, bright central image iconstruLtive interference)
Dark region (destructive intertvfencei

Less bright, symmetrically kiace0 images
(brightness Oecreabes ..va, fromcenter)

-i)

(3)

Opaque screen with
double slit

23
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2) Start the laser to lasing and focus the beam un the double-slit of the
diffraction grating plate. Note the diffraction pattern that results.

3. Now tocus the beam an the multiple-slit diffraction grating and again
kw observe the diffraclon pattern that results.

013 How do the two patterns differ, if at all

4) (Refer to FIGURE l.:.) Measure the distance (y) from the central maximum
to the "first' maximum from it (on either side). Measure the perpendicular
distance (D) from the multiple-slit diffraction grating to the screen
where the diffraction pattern appears. Calculate the distance id) oetween
the centers of adjacent slits, from the information obtained from the
multiple-slit diffraction grating card.

d =

Y

D =

a

021 Using Equation 1, (1=1, here, since we measured the distance (y) to the "tirst"
maximum) calculate the wavelength (X) of the light from the Helium-Neon laser.

x= a,

01 Given that
Athe frequency (i) of the Helium-Neon laser is approximately

4.10 x 10 Pr., calculate the velocity of the laser light.

V 17 m/sec

24) Knowing that electromagnetic radiation, including light, travels at about
:.o ); lo m /aec, does your experimental results verify this known velocity of
light ' If your results differ significantly from the known velocity
of lignt, how do you account for this difference '

(4)

24
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22IV] ACOUSTICS - BEATS

Al Equipment Needed

a) Two Audio-Signal Generators
b) Two Speakers
c) Microphone

d) Oscilloscope
et (receiver

it Inning F.-,rk 1 & box ) and "hammer"

61 Procedure

I) LtNalect the equipment as shown in FIGURE 1.5. Make sure that tne
VOLUME control and OUTPUT LEVEL controls are set at a minimum.

Back of receiver

1 2 Taps Taos
MainPtiono Aux Aux Out in spook "es

0 0 © 02) 0 Right Left

Left@ C) 0 0 ()
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i) Turn on tne equipment and allow it to warm up for about a minute before
continuing.

71 AtIluit trio hurizontal and vertical position knobs of the oscilloscope
o tLet the image on the oscilloscope screen appears as a line alongthe hori:untal axis) centered at the point where the two axes crams.

4) Set the VOLUME control of the receiver to about halfway. Set the
frequency of the audio-signal generator being used to 300 H: anu slowly
turn the OUTPUT LEVEL control of the audio-signal generator up until
you near a medium loud tone coming from the speakers. Observe the
signal on the oscilloscope screen. (It should be a sine wave.)

f)) Turn the VOLUME control of the receiver to a minimum.

6) Now, connect the second audio-signal generator to the other channel ofthe bact of the receiver and connect one of the two speakers to uatchannel. Set this second audio-signal generator to 30c) Hz,also.

/) Set the OUTPUT LEVEL control of this second audio-signal generatorabout halfway. Turn up the VOLUME control of the receiver until you
again hear a tone of moderate loudness.

(5)

25
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*Note: The signal on the oscilloscope screen should be a sine wave and
the tone that you hear should be a constant tone. If the tone is
fluguating and the oscilloscope doesn't show a sine wave, this Just
means that the two audio-signal generators are not synchronized.
If there is a fluxuatton in sound you should adjust the frequency
setting of the second audio-signal generator so it is indeed producing
the same frequency as the other audio-signal generator. 'You will
know this when the signal on the oscilloscope screen is a Sint wave.

(The frequency readings of the two audio-signal generators shouldn't ditfer by more
than one or two Hz.)

8) Increase the frequency of generator 2 by one Hz and observe the
signal on the oscilloscope screen and the audio signal coming from
the speakers.

9) Increase the frequency again of generator 2 by one Hz and observe the
signal on the oscilloscope screen and note the audio signal coming
from the speakers.

011 How many "beats" per second can you hear ?

WI Again increase the frequency of generator 2 by one Hz and observe the
signal on the oscilloscope screen and note the audio signal coming
from the speakers.

(21 How many "beats" per second do you hear ?

031 How does the difference in frequencies of the audio-signal generators compare
to the number of beats per second that you hear ?

111 Continue to increase the frequency of generator 2 by one Hz at a time
observing the oscilloscope screen and audio tone) until you cannot

hear the beats, but instead hear two separate audio signals of
different pitch.

041 What is this minimum frequency difference that the human ear can detect as
two separate signals 1

12) Turn the VOLUME control of the receiver to a minimum and connect the
equipment as shown .n FIGURE 1.6.

* Here we are going to find the resonant frequency of the tuning fcrfts).
This frequency should be some here between 400 and 500 Hz.

(6)
26



FIGURE 1.6
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13) Turn the VOLUME control of the receiver back up about halfhav and
set the frequency of the audio-signal generator at 400 Hz.

14) by striking the tuning fork with the "hastier' and adjusting the
frequency of the audio-signal generator f a series of times)
you can find the resonant frequency of the tuning fork.

** When th. audio-signal generatur is set to the resonant frequency of the tuning
tor the signal on the oscilloscope screen will show a sine wave when the
tunin; for is struck.

Q5l What is he resonant frequency of the tuning fork

find tne resonant frequency of the second tuning fork using the same
- procedure.

JbJ What is tht resonant frequency of the second tuning fork ?

27
(71
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PHYSICS

LAGORATORY 12

STANDING WAVES

I. SOUND WAVES IN A CLOSED-END TUBE

Al Equipment Net d

at Audio Signal Generator
b) Receiver
cl Speaker
dl Closed-end tube and cork dust

B1 Procedure :

1) First, De sure that the VOLUME control of your receiver and the OUTPUT
LEVEL control of the signal generator are set to their minimum setttigs,

:i Connect the signal generator and tne speaker to your receiver as shown in
FIGURE 2.1. (Make sure that the connections of the signal generator
and of the speaker are to the same receiver channel.)

fiaotOrrermivei---

Phono Aux Main speakersHot 0 Q Right Lel t
+ +

Lett () M

Signal generulOr

VIN

0 0"
output

WP

IGURE 2.1
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-,) turn up the VOLUME control on the receiver about halt.iav and set :he
signal generator to about 4.t0 Hz.

4, Slowly Increase the OUTPUT LEVEL control of the signal generator until
the cork dust starts collecting at the nodes inside the glass tube.
Ad,ust the trequency of the signal generator until you have a well-
det,ned pattern of nodes of cork dust within the closed-end glass tube.
;hen you are satisfied that a standing-wave pattern is established and
well-derined within the tube, turn the OUTPUT LEVEL control of the
signal generator to its minimum setting.

5; Measure the distance from the middle of one node to the middle of the
node next to this first node. This distance (d) is one-halt wavelength
of the sound waves coming from the speaker. of possible, measure
the distance from the middlle of this first node to the middle of the
second node from that first node. This distance would be one wave-
length, and would give a more accurate measurement of the wavelength
oi the sound within the tube.)

DATA: f, = H: ; X, = m

CALCULATION: v $
f...

a f,= _m/sec
\

.46

A

6, :repeat_ the procedure, except vac, the frequency by 5v H: from the
GriqInal setting of 450 Hz.

DATA: tl= Hz ; kltz m

CALCULArION: v % = f1:11.= m/secte,

011 Now do the velocities v. and v
a

, wnich you calculated, comp.re with
one another

021 How car. you e4plain the difference in your calculation of the velocity or

sLund in the tube from the known velocity of sound in air (about 44 xosec
at 68. F , and ohe atmospheric pressure) ?

-'2' 29
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II. RESONANT FREQUENCY OF A BEAkER

Al Equ'poent Naeoed:

a; Audio Sigral Generator
G) Re:eiver
c) Speaker
d) 4O( ml Beaker
e) 25 ,', till Beaker

Ell Procedure:

1) First, be sure that the VOLUME control of your receiver and the
OUTPUT LEVEL control of the signal generator are set to a minimum.

2) Connect the signal generator and the speaker to your receiver as shown
in FIGURE 2.2. Make sure that the beaker is placed within about 1/8
inch of the speaker, but does not actually touch the speaker.

,) Turn up the VOLUME control of the receiver about halfway and set the
the frequency dial of the signal generator to its minimum setting.
Slowly turn the OUTPUT LEVEL control of the signal generator to about
halfway (or until the sound is sufficiently loud to work with).

Back of

FIGURE 2.2
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4) Gradually increase the frequency setting of the signal generator
until you find the resonant frequency of the beaker. Mate: )fou may
have to aajust the volume cf the receiver if the sound Is/becomes
too laud.)

5) When you have found the resonant frequency of the beaker, allow the
pencil to vibrate around the rim of the beaker and note the number cf
nodes of the rim-wave travelling about the rim of the beaker.

of Measure the diameter of the beaker and calculate the circumference
of the rim of the beaker. (To find the wavelength of the rim-wave,
divide the circumference by one-half of the number of nodts of the
rim-wave.)

DATA: f, = Hz ; Diameter (0) = m

CALCULATION: v riwt = fiA., = misec
ukt *es.%

Ti Repeat the procedure, except use a 250 ml beaker in place of the 400 ml
beaker.

DATA: fl = Hz ; Diameter tD) = m
1.x = m

CALCULATION: V
tr;." -

IJAV It

12 f.tX% = m, sec

Oil Haw do the two rim-save velocities v, and vt , which you have calculated,
compare with one another

1227 How can you account for tnis difference in rim-wave velocities ?

,
t4) 3-1
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!II. REECNANCE OF A TUNING FORK

Al Equipment Needed:

a) Two catched t.ming forks attached to closed-eno wooden oc::es
c, H small piece of WaN
CI H small "hammer" (for striking the tuning forks)

El] Procedure:

I; Point the opening of the box of tuning fork. A toward the opening of
the box of tuning fork B and strike tuning fork A with the "hammer".

FIGURE 2.

2, After a few seconds, grasp tuning fork A with your hand and stop
its vibrations.

c/1) Okscr:de what happens to tuning fork B during this procedure.

32
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3) Now place the piece of wax about half-way up one of tna for-is of
tuning fork B.

41 Again po.nt tne opening of the box of tuning fork A towards the
opening of the box of tuning fork B and strike tuning fork A rith
the "nammer".

5) After a tew seconds, grasp tuning fork A with your hand and stop
its yiorations.

t3 Describe what happens to tuning fork B during this procedure.

QZ] How do you account for the difference in the results for the two separate
procedures ' (With the wax and without the wax)

IV. FOURIER ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SOUND WAVES

Al Equipment Needed:

a! Tape Deck
bi Receiver
in Waveform Analyzer
dl Speaker
ei Oscilloscope

B] Procedure:

!I First, be sure all of the ON/OFF switches of tne equipment are turned
to the OFF position and that all of the VOLUME (OUTPUT) controls are
turned to their minimum setting. Also set the frequency dial of tne
waveform analyzer to its minimum setting.

2; Connect the equipment as shown in FIGURE 2.4 and turn on the equipment
and allow it to warm up for about a minute.
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OselltOscope

°".-0.ulpul

00
.Vertical

Input

1=.1jk,,.t the horizontal and vertical position knobs or the oscilosczoe
so that the image on the oscilloscope screen appears as a line a.ong
tne horizontal ax,is, centered at the point where the two.aNes cr:sa.

sgt the waveform analyzer to the bandpass mode.

4) You are now reaav to find the frequencies of the narmonics that Jia:--a
the complex sound waves of the musical instrument recorded an the

tc.ne cartridge provided for your use. C * Note: You may wish to
Bid what the complex wave, in its entirety, looks like on the
.:sclilascope screen ; and to make sure tnat the equipment is functioning
1,roptriy. io test the equipmeni., you would:

niconnect the 4aveform analyzer from the receiver.

.11 Tu a the equipment ON and set the VOLUME (OUIPUT EVEL: :ortrols
on the respective equipment to about half-way. C icu snouic
now hear the music fthe complex sound wage) tnrough the spea er
aild see the oscilloscope's visual representation of the
Dund on tne oscilloscope screen.;

tne VOLUME control an the recelier bacl is its itilalmc,m sett.h(4
ar,r, rt- conne':t the wa.ieform analyzer Into the equipment set-in. is
:rprin in clE'iRE 2.4.

LI -..z,ro the k,aveiorm aAalzer is Set to biNdpass made aria
ttle', LW tne VOLUME :or-Aro' to about nulf-wa.7.

incctAse the frequency setting on tne waveform anai;:=(
Ahtil v, Coale to the first iFundamentall harmonic of the comple.:
iound waie.

** lo. will know you have found a harmonic of the comple ware
since the system shouldn t produce sound through the apaaier
e. cep; when the waveform analyzer is set for the freqLenc,

t%1
- 34
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of a narmonic of the complex wave sound. When this narmonic
is sent through the waveform analyzer to the speaker you
will hear a pure tone coming from the speaker. **

11' 8. Record this waveform analyzer frequency setting in TABLE I.

TABLE I

FREQUENCY

1st Harmonic

1!..1 Cr.ntinue to gradually scan through the frequency range of the waveform
analyzer, recording , in TABLE ithe frequency of each harmonic that
).tau can detect.

11) When you are satisfied you have found the harmonics present In the
music on your tape, take the tape to the lab instructor, who will use
the spectrum analyzer to verify your results in TABLE I.

Qll How do 're frequencies of the other harmonics you found compare to the
frequency of the Fundamental (first) harmonic

(



CHEMISTRY

OXYGEN DERIVATIVES OF THE HfOROCARBONS

Al CEEClIVE

33

it is observe the properties of and perform chemical reactions
involving alcohols.

81 EuUIPMENT :

a; F,ye i5; Test Tunes
b) A Test Tube Cork

G3 CHEMICALS

1) Alcohols : Allvl Alcohol

t-butyl Alcohol
.:) LAcas Reagent
31 Sulturic Acid (Concentrated)
4) Three "Unknown" Alcotcls
5) Diethyl Ether

0) cqz0EED1,RE :

2-Fentanol
1-Butanol

1-Propanol

I) -4carois are hydrocarbons that contain the hydroxyl group, -2H .Trev, nave many Important uses, such as serving as drugs and
oisiniectants . Test the solubility of alcohols in water by
aoding 5 al of distilled water to each of the five test tubes,
Isbelle.1 Ill to #5. Then mix 1 el of the following alcoholsin the test tubes shown. State whether the alcohol is soluble
cr insoluble in water.

TAELE 1

!t-zt vAle AiC0hols Added Result Lucas Reagent Test

al ally' alcohol

1: 2-pentanol

0 1-propanai

114 t-butyl alcohol

k5 1-Outanol

(1) 36
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2) You can test an alcohol to find if it is primary, seconoary, or

tertiary.

NIF -(112-611

pnnLav

I
I

C11-0H -C-Oli
I

I

seconday tertiary

Rinse the test tubes used in part 1 with distilled water, and
place 1 ml of each of the five alcohols of 'table I in tneir
respectively numbered test tubes. Add 5 ml of Lucas reagent to
each test tube and note the results. A primary alcohol does not
react at all; a secondary alcohol forms an insoluble layer or
emulsion in 5 to 10 minutes; and a tertiary alcohol reacts in
less :flan 1 minute. *** Caution : Lucas reagent is a mixture
of concentrated hydrochloric acid and zinc-chloride, -HANDLE WITHCARE- **4 Record your observations in Table I.

7.,) Chromic Anhydride Test:

The chromic anhydride test can be used to distinguish primary and
secondary alcohols from tertiary alcohols. Chromic anhydride (Cr 03)
will ehidize primary alcohols to form carboxylic acids and will
oxidize secondary alcohols to form ketones. Primary and secondary
alcohols react very quickly with the original clear orange solution(Cr03 + H

z. 4SO ) to turn it blue-green (CrLIS003) and it becomes
opaque. Tertiary alcohols do not react and will leave a clear
orange solution. This chromic anhydride test can be used to
verify your results of the Lucas test.

Use the chromic anhydride test to verify your results of the Lucas
test in !:...ale I.

1) Place two drops of the alcohol to be testA in a test tubeand add 1 ml of acetone.
2) Add one drop of anhydride reagent and note the results.

** OBSERVATIONS **

-- CONCLUSIONS
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4) Label three test tubes *1 to NZ. Add I ml of alcohol "A" to
test tube NI, 1 al of alcohol "B" to test tube *2, and 1 ml ofhow alcohol "C" to test tube I:. Add 5 al of Lucas reagent to eachtest tube and record your o:servatiohs in Table II. Identifythe three "unknown" alcohols as primary, secondary, or tertiary.Use the chromic anhydride test to verify your results.

TABLE I!

ALCOHOL OBSERVATIONS TYPE

A

H

C.

N

4) Yo. can form an ether by combining two alcohol molecules. Place : miof ethyl alcohol in a dry test tube. Add a drop of concentrates
sulfuric acid. Put a cork in the tube and shake it. Repeat thisprocess until 10 drops have been added.

011 Compare the odor from the tube with diethyl ether.
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CHEMISTRY

ulTHIZONE TEST FOR LEAD AND MERCURY

36

TnEre are quite a number of toxic chemicals that aay i.nc their wai
into your food. They may come from natural sources in soil or water
which sometimes result from the high levels due to pollution. mercuri
is used in a number of industrial processes and until a short time ago
lead was used in pipes and for paint. They are very toxic in minute
amounts. ***

In this experiment you will conduct a semi-quantitative test that
provides a general idea of the level of mercury and lead in the ashes
from your food. A precise determination requires metnoas and equipment
beyond the facilities in your school laboratory.

,) MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT :

a) glass stirring rod
al test tubes t7)

v.) test tube cork
di pH paper

e) distilled water
ti graduated 1 ml pipet
g) concentrated ammonium hydroxide
hi mi solution from iron dr,ermination
ii hvaroxylamine nydrochlorlie solution
j) ditnizone solution
k) lead stanaard, 10u ppm
11 mercury standard, 1u0 ppm

E] FROCEDURE :

11 Put 1 ml of solution prepared for iron determination into a
test tube.

.1) Aad Z-4 drops of nydroxylamine hydrochloride solution.

-,) Add concentrated ammonium hydroxide drapwise until the pH is 9-10.
f.t the pH by dipping a glass rod into thv solution and
touching it to the pH paper.

tl) 39
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41 rda u.5 ml of freshly made dithizone solution.

5, Curl and shake vigorously. Let the phases separate.

,.;; iecord your observations, noting the colors obtained in thechase layers.

'i'DluTION TESTED
OBSERVATIONS

40
(2)
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7) For comparison treat 1.0 ml lead standard (100 ppm) and 1.a ml
mercury standard (100 ppm) in the same way as the sample. Male
Dilutions of the standards containing 1 ppm and 10 ppm for both
lead and mercury. Treat 1.0 ml of each of these dilutions in
the saw way as the sample.

81 Tale note of the color changes that occur, and compare with the
s.mple.

.

i. Mow wix o.5 ml of the lead and mercury solutions with the 5A42
concentrations (1 ppm Hg with 1 ppm Pb, etc.) in test tubes.

la) Treat these in the same way as the sample and note tne color
cnanges.

11) Compare the sample with the standard solutions..

COMPAP1SONS

RESULTS

Since this is a seal-quantitative test you should report a range
oi concentration of lead and mercury by visual comparison and
approximation (i.e., 1-10 ppm Pb, less than I ppm Hg, etc.).

13)41



ENZYMES IN ACTION

(we PRE-READlial
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Enzymes are the biologica' catalysts of life. They are defined most
simply as protein catalysts. What is a catalyst ? What is a protein 1

A catalyst is a substance that grnerally promotes and speeds irp a

chemical reaction without itself bs ng used up in the process.
Proteins are container' 'n all living cells, and are Lomple% molecules

composed of hundreds or t.ousands of simple °A-amino acia suounits linked
together. An 0C-dmino acid can be represented by the general formula :

R-C-COOH

NH2

There are over 20 such amino acids used in common proteins, each differing
cniy in the nature of R .

Amino acida can link together as shown in the equation below. The
o'nd tormec :et6een two amino acids is called a peptide bond . For e.iery
peptide bnnc tcrmed, one molecule of water is eliminated

H 0 H
t? "!

R-C-C-.011 + 11!-N-CH-00011 - R-CH'.-c-N4CH-COOH + HOH-----
,

NH2 R' Ni

411 aIMI*0 .64 AA swwwo avid Adwimd. Wow

In proteins, very :arge numbers of amino acids are linked together in
varLual proportions, forming polypeptide chains .

Those proteins which act as biologi:al catalysts are called enzymes,
and they control most of the chemical reactions necessary for life,

Each different enzyme has its own specific role to play, and is
responsible for affecting one type of chemical reaction. There are
thoesanas of different enzymes available to the living cell so tnat it
car accomplish the thousands of different reactions required of it .

In this lab you will carry out experiments illustrating one important
Use of enzymes in our everyday life, the use of enzymes in detergents.

6) DISCUSSION : A Stud,' of Pre-Soak Enzyme Detergents

There is one class of enzymes which has the very important task of
albino in the digestion of protein foodstuffs. They degrade weak up
or digest) the protein molecules that the body takes in as food, mating
available the amino acid subunits for the building of the new proteins
which tne body needs for sustenance. These enzymes are called protealytic
1"lvtic," from the Greek word for "loosing"), and they catalyze the
tollowing tvue of reaction, whereby the peptide bonds in the proteins are
brolen oy water molecules

H-O-H
H 9( H H H Q

1 1 1
-- -N

4 w H W

hatO 1 Jo, 00

42
Forrnoton 1 Nome nal oulkames
Imam. et 01 plot* IN*.
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Witnout the help of the enzyme catalyst, this breaking of tne peptide
bonds in proteins is extremely slow at room temperature and at neutral pH.

As discussed above, proteolytic enzymes are capable of degrading
proteins, and this property has been applied in a common household
material. Pre-soa1 detergents contain such enzymes, and it is therefore
to be expected that they are capable of removing organic stains such as
ticod, eggs, or grass .

In this eAperiment you will study the enzymatic action in detergents by :

1) comparing the efficiency of a pre-soak detergent to that of distilled
water and a regular detergent ,n removing blood stains, and

ill determining the optimum temperature for the enzymatic action of
presoak detergents, and

i i 1) the action of enzyme detergents on different types of stains, and
is) tne optimism length of the soak period.

ktiefet*********tiletifelitlittetirtiltiit***Ifiliiii*t*******
A genera: outline of the procedure is as follows. The blood-stained

filter per is soaked in the cleaning agent for 15 minutes (or some other
time limit). The strip is then removed and one of the following two
procedures is carried out.

il) Determine the amount of stain left behind on the paper strip after
it has peen soaked in different detergent solutions. To do this, remove
or elute the stain left behind by soaking the strip in acetic acid solution
for 15 minutes. This removes the residual blood stain, thus giving a
colored solution. These colored acetic acid solutions are then analyztd
according to-.the amount of blood coloring in them by colorimeter studies.
The acetic acid soaking is necessary because only color intensities in the
same solvent can be compared to each other. The greater the amount of
color in the acetic acid solution after soaking, the poorer the cleansing
ability 0 the detergent.

(2) Ceteratne the amount of stain removed from the strip after it has
been soaleJ ifor different time limits or at different temperatures' in
tne same cleaning solution. In this case the original colored cleaning
solution can be analyzed directly by colorimeter studies, because the
same sokent was used for all the strips. *** NOTE em. The colorimetric
absorption peak magimum may change from solvent to solvent; therefore, one
will have to determine this maximum on the colorimeter for its soap
solution.

C: EQUIPMENT

a) Eight Test Tubes
( 4 inch size )

b) Centrifuge
c) Coiorimeter

of Inree Celsius Thermometers
e) Tnree 150 ml beakers

Dl CHEMICALS

I, 1!.2 per cent Acetic Acid Solution
2) Regular Detergent Solution
:) Enzyme Detergent Solution

(2) 43



El PROCEDURE

1) COMPARISON OF VARIOUS SOLUTIONS TO REMOVE STAINS

41

Take three of tne provided strips of filter paper with a drop of blood
dried on the surface. Place them to three clean 4 inch test tubes
(numbered 1,2, and 3 respectively) and add 7 ml of tat premixed, pre-soak
detergent solution to tube 1; (b) distilled water to tube 2; and
(1 regular detergent solution to tube 3.

Let tne strips soak for exactly 15 minutes. At the end of ibps period
remove the filter papers and note visually any changes made by the solution
on the stains. Note the color in the solutions remaining after socaing.

Place tne three paper strips into three clean, appropriately labeled
4 inch test tubes. Take another piece of filter paper with dried blood
and place it in a fourth tube, which should be labeled "reference blood
solution" (r.b.s.).

Add 7 al of 0.2 per cent acetic acid solution to each test tube and
let them stand for exactly 15 minutes. Transfer the four solutions, after
removing the filter papers, to the provided centrifuge tubes and
centrifuge for exactly 5 minutes, remembering to LABEL the tubes properly.

**********************************************

COLORIMETER STUDIES. You should now have four test tubes containing
solutions of varying degrees of color, depending upon how much blood is in
solution. At this point record your observations and comments, with
particulr emphasis on the degree of color in each solution.

To help the eye in determining the degree of color of such solutions,
the chemist uses an instrument known as a colorimeter. Quite simply, what
it does is measure the amount of light a solution transmits with respect
to a reference solution.

Tai.e your solutions in the test tubes to one of the colorimeters set
up in the laboratory. Check with the instructor on any special operating
ond,ilurib for this specialized piece of apparati,s.

After learning the proper procedure, take the test tube containing the
the reference blood solution and adjust the colorimeter to 1007. absorbance.
A vial of pure distilled water can be used for the 100% transmittance izero
absorbance) setting. The measurements should be done at 400 my, on the
colorimeter. Measure the amount of color in each solution with respect
to the standard.

Record your observations and draw any conclusions that you can with
respect to the ability of the various cleaning solutions to remove blood
from the filter paper. Note carefully that when absorbance is measured on
the colorimeter, then the greater the reading obtained, the smaller the
amount of light passing through the solution, and therefore the greater
the amount of blood present in the acetic acid solution.

COMMENTS....

(1 44
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113 ACTION OF ENZYME DETERGENTS ON D.FFERENT TYPES OF STAINS

You will be assigned three differnt types of stains to work with
in this section. These stains are dried onto strips of filter paper.
Soak these strips in the enzyme detergent solution as explained in .

the procedure at the top of page 3. Soak in 4 inch test tubes for'
15 minutes (label the test tubes). At the same time soak filter paper
strips containing identical stains in test tubas containing 7 ml of
distilled water. You need to soak thee strips for fifteen (15)
minutes, also. At the end of this period, remove the strips and visually
observe the amount of stain removed. Compare the amount of stain removed
by the enzyme detergent solutions to the amount of stain that was
removed by water. Record your observations and conclusions concerning
the action of enzyme detergent on different types of stains. Clean
ail glassware.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS ...

i

III] DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMUM LENGTH OF SOAK PERIOD

Uense and perform a simple set of experiments to determine the ideal
length of soal. period of the pre-soak enzyme detergent solutions. Cnec
with L;le instructor on your procedure before beginning.

RESULTS ...

(41 45
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IV) DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM TEMPERATURE FUR ENZYME ACTIVITY:

fatter cleaning all the glassware used up to this point,prepare at least
three water baths at different temperatures (e.g. ice water, room
temperature, and boiling water). A water bath can be prepared by using
a 250 ml beaker; be sure you measure the temperature. In this case, one
uses the second technique discussed earlier to ascertain the amount et
st..in removed from the strip.

.

Tale tour of the provided pieces of filter paper with gravy spots and
place them into 4 inch test tubes. Add the necessary amount tas
lletcre of the er:ime detergent solution. Place one of the tubes into each
bath for 15 minutes each, insuring that the temperature remains constant
during the soak and bath period.

,t the end ct 15 minutes, remove the filter papers. Label them properly
and Aso note 'usually how much blood remained on eacn strip. Centrifuge
ta,h solution, reset tne maximum absorition on the colorimeter, and
determine colorimetrically the amount of color and hence the amount of
blood in each solution. Record your ooservations, drawing some conclusions
itmut the optimum temperature for enzyme activity. A graph of color
ir.tersitv verses temperature may prove useful.

CONCLUSIM

I.

COLOR

iNTENSIT1

TEMPERATURE
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CHEMISTRY

i0C1) AMPONENTE AND VITAMIN C

A] OBJECTIVES :

44

1) Observe the cnemical components present in foods and drugs by reading
tne labels of containers.

ii) Research the function anti biological effects of those cnemicai
compounds.

iii) Determine the vitamin C cont2nt in a variety of citrus )uices and
other solutions.

B] MATERIALS :

1) Processed foods and over-the-counter drugs with labels
ii) Merck Index or the Handbook of Food Additives

*** By reading the labels on a variety of foods and drugs, you will fino
the chemical names of some of the ingredients used in the products. The
pro;-Rrties andxfunctions of some of these compounds can be found in the
Merck Index or the Handbook of Food Additives. ***

C] PROCEDURE :

1) Read the labels on a-10 different kinds of products and drugs.

2) Record the ingredients.

EXAMPLE

ITEM INGREDIENTS

Blue Bonnet Margarine Partially Hydrogenated Soybean Gil
Liquid Soybean Oil, Water, Salt,
Whey, Vegetable Monoglycerides,
Vegetable Diglycerides,

Lecithin (emulsifiers), Sodium
Benzoate(0.17. as a preservative,
Carotene, Vitamin A Palmitate and
Vitamin D Added.
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3) Look up at least 10 of these different compounds.

4) Record the function and possible effect of each compound, where you
can find it in the two references.

COMPOUND FUNCTION IN FOOD . -
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT

carotene
primary--"yellow
food coloring"

minor--"nutrient"
Vitamin--same as vitamin A

.

**************************************************

*** Vitamin C is used by the body to fight infection and to repair damaged
tissue. It is present in a variety of foods including citrus fruits.
The adult daily requirement for vitamin C is 75 mg. ***

D] MATERIALS :

a) Fruit juice (citrus): orange Juice, grapefruit Juice, lemon juice,
powdered drinks, and others.

b) 6 N HAc (acetic acid)
c) 17. Starch Indicator
d) Iodine Reagent
e) 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask
f) Vitamia C tablet
y) 50-m1 buret

(2) 48
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E] PROCEDURE :

1) Place 25 ml distilled water and 2 ml of 6 N HAc in a 250-ml
Erlenmever flask.

2) Add 2C, ml of a citrus Juice.

3) Ada 3 al of the 1Z starch indicator.

4) Fill a buret with the iodine reagent.

5) While gently swirling the solution in the flask, add the iodine
to the flask containing the fruit juice and starch indicator until
a blue-black color persists for 30 seconds. This is the endpoint.

6) In the table below, record the volume of the iodine solution added.
If the sample required less than 10 ml of iodine reagent, repeat
the titration using more than 20 ml of citrus juice.

7) Repeat the titration using a crushed (250 mg) tablet of vitamin C
dissolved in 25 ml of distilled water.

x

8) Repeat this titration on 2 or 3 of the other fruit juices.

9) Choose the fruit Juice that you used the most reagent for in the
titration and repeat the titration on this fruit juice after
it has been heated.

Substance Amount of reagent used in titration

( 3) 49
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** WAST1ONS **

km#,
Ql) Based on your results from the titrations, how would you compare

the fruit juices, according to the amount of vutamin C each provided 9#

Q2) Based on your results, how would the fruit juices compare in providing
vitamin C as compared to what a vitamin C tablet can provide ?

i

Q3) Based on your results, how much of each of the different fruit
juices would you have to drink to get the same amount of vitamin C
as you could get by taking a vitamin C tablet ?

**** l cup is about equal to 250 ml

14)

50
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48CHEMISTRY

MAN-MADE FIBERS AND PLASTICS

A) PRE-READING

Ih use or Synthetic materials has become very much a part of trisLechnuicyl:_al lye. It is aifficult to find furniture or machinery, for
e:.ample, chat auesn t use synthetics to some degree. For many uses tnei
nave replace° woad, rubber, cotton, steel, and the like because in manyways they have superior qualities. The chemistry industry nas played a
very significant role in this production, and an awareness of the chemistry
loyolved is of great importance. The aim of the experiment in this
section is to give you a feeling for how some of these products are made,
an appreciation of the role of these substances in today's world, and
perhaps a chance to study some of the properties of these materials. Thelatter point is quite important when we consider that pollution is reallyJust the inability of nature to cope with the excessive amounts of
resistant man-made materials.

Synthetic fibers, plastics, and rubber are made up of giant moleculescalled polymers, the average molecular weights of which are frequently
many hundred- thousand times those of ordinary molecules. The startinc
materials in the production of polymers are called monomers, and the
combination of monomers to produce a nolymer is illustrated below :
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Without gaIng into great detail as to tne exact chemical reasons forthis formation, it should be noted that this type of polymerization iscalled addition polymerization.
This meaning is clear when we consider that the polsymer product hasthe same basic formula (CI 141),1 as the monomer (CS

. That is, theindividual units merely add together and the subscript, CIL, indicateshow many of the reproducing units do couple together. The single linebetween the C atoms indicates that these two atoms are sharing twoeleLtrails, while the double line ( C=C ) indicates a sharing of fourelectrur.5. Under certain chemical conditions these double bonds canbe broten or entirely shifted, and the electrons involved are relocated.We can visualize these electrons as being at either of the end carbonatoms or on the middle carbon atoms. the ends of the different monomermolecules can now attach or "stick" to each other using these end
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electrons. Spare electrons on the carbon atoms form a double bond. Tne
repeating unit is Indicated by the dashed lines in the rubber polymer,
and such molecules can contain, on the average, about 2000 monomer units.
Can You give a reason why this number is a finite number ?

Another process which can produce a polymer is called condensation
polymerization; in this type of reaction a simple molecule is eliminated.
The preparation of nylon is an example of this; the simple molecule NCI
is removed from between two monomers to fors the linear polymer, nylon o6.

asomwowNwOmmft AftwOMmde

II

".
0/ H % , /

CI

H
'1/411 Cli--__-_-

I 0
I

HO +
I 0

Regmmemtp Una

Nb ISA 68

R (CH, ),

R'in (CH314

The mechanism basically involves the displacement of tne weekly basic
chloride ion, CI- by the stronger base, hexamethylene diamine (Hy-R-NHL).
As a result of its linear geometric configuration, the nylon material Is
soft and elastic, as opposed to Bakelite. Bakelite is an example of a

three-dimensional polymer, and the resulting material is rigid and brittle.
The nylon filaments which make up the threads in fibers are prepared in
one technique by melting the nylon polymer and extruding the melt through
extremely small hcles. The filaments are then stretched to orient the
molecules in a linear fashion and develop maximum strength. Subsequent
processing involves twi-tIng to firm the thread, and standard textile
operations to form the fabric.

1M CHEMICALS

a) 1,6-diaminohexane solution C414,14,

b) Adip.,1 chloride cc40,n,

0
c) Acetone

C,H,0 orCH,-t-CH,

Cyclohexane solvent C,His (ring)

e) Colored indicator solution
methyl red

II) broaocresol green

*** CAUTION **4 DO NOT ALLOW SKIN CONTACT WI7k1 ANY OF THE CHEMICALS USED.

(2 52
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Cl PREPARATION Or NYLON IDS

*** PROCEDURE *1'

Dissolve 2 al of adypl chloride in 50 al of cyclohe:ane solvent
using a 250 al beaker.

Pour approximately 50 al of 1,6-diaminohexane solution in a 125 ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

Pour the l,6-diaminohexane solution slowly and gently down the
side of the beaker conta;ning the adipyl chloride/cyclohexane solution
so that as little mixing of the layers as possible occurs. An irregular
polymeric film containing air sacks and bubbles forms at once at the
interface.

Free the walls of the beaker of strings of polymer by pushing them
toward the center with a stirring rod. Grasp the mass of polymer with a
test tube holder and raise it as a rope of continuously forming polymer
film. Wind it on a wooden pencil or the handle of a spatula.

A

Wash the polymer rope thoroughly with water. Place it in a beaker
and then wash it with acetone. Remove the strands and allow thewito dry.

PREPARATION OF DYED NYLON:

Obtain 2 ml of one of the colored indicator solutions and disolve it
in 50 ml of distilled water that will be used 7n the water phase when
you wasn the strands off.

Pull out several more yards of nylon fiber from your beaker of adipyl
chiorideil,6-diaminohexane solution.

Wash the rope thoroughly in the diluted dye solution and place it in
a beaker and wash it with acetone. Remove the rope to dry.

** Note the color of the final product and explain... * *

**** Pour the leftover solutions
into the bottle provided- -not down the drain.WHY 7

*****************************4*******************

13; 53



ZOOLOGY LABORATORIES
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Lab I

Collecting Soil Mites

Materials: (per pair of students)
4 ziplock sandwich bags

4 acetate transparent sheets
1 ring stand

4 rings (2" or 3")
1 very small desk lamp (f 25 watts)
1 garden trowel

1 Eddy and Hodson Taxonomic Keys to the Common Animals
of the North Central States

1 bottle of immersion oil
4 wire screen discs (+ 1.5" diameter)
2 microscope slides
1 compound microscope
1 petri dish
1 china marking pencil
4 baby food jars
400 cc of fixative
1 rol4 of transparent tape

fixative recipe: 5 cc glycerine
20 cc water
75 cc isopropanel

Method: 1. Simple Berlise funnels are constructed of rings, ring-
stands, acetate sheets shaped into cones, and wire screen.

2. Tennis ball sized samples of soil are collected in the
sandwich bags. Other bags are used to collect leaf litter
samples.

3. The litter and soil samples are placed in the funnels and
allowed to dry for ten days. During this period the lamp
shines on them constantly. Jars of fixative are placed
oeneath the funnels.

Additional Exercise: During the time that remains after the samples
are collected and set up to dry, students can
examine mites collected from their ow,L faces.

Method: Students scrape across their foreheads with a file card or
piece of acetate (nothing sharper). A drop of immersion
oil runs through the residue collected on the card and drips
onto a microscope slide. Care2u1 scraping, transferance of
the scraped material and searching of the microscope slide
will disclose facial mites. Dilligence is required.
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Lab II
Collecting and Examining Lake Zooplankton

Materials: (per team of 4 students)
small plankton net
hand lens

white enamel pan
modeling clay
pencil and drawing paper
2 dissecting microscopes
1 + 500 cc jar with lia
materials remaining r-om Lab I

Method: 1. Team tows plankton net around lake with canoe, paddle
boat or row boat.

2. Material collected is transfered to jar and taken to
lab.

3. Using enamel pan and hand lens, microscopes and petri
dish, and taxonomic keys, students examine and classify
collected plankton.

4. Students count the number of each type collected and
try io arrange them in a food pyramid.

5. r,...1dents draw each species or model it from clay.

6. Organisms can be store in fixative for later study.

Additional Exercise: A television camera with a small lens and a
TV monitor can be used to show the class various
zooplanktonic organisms found by students.
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Lab III
Examining Soil Mites and Collenbola

Materials: from previous labs

Method: 1. Fixative from jars under funnels containing collected
soil organisms is poured into petri dishes and examined
with dissecting microscope.

2. Specimens are identified using the taxonomic keys and
counted. Students arrange a food pyramid for soil or-
ganisms.

3. Students draw specimens or make clay models of them.

4. Students can finish study.ng zooplankton collected the
previous week.

5. Students who didn't find face mites can try again.

Sketch of Collecting Funnel:

second
set-up
on same
ring
stand

lamp

acetate
funnel

ring

soil sample

... wire screen

ring stand

jar of
fixative

Up to four (or perhaps even five) funnels can be supported by one
ring stand. Several ring stands can be heated by one small lamp.
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Special Presentations

Special presentations were an important aspect of the work-

shop. Consultants with unique fields of expt.rtiqe were brought

it from the university community, industry and service agencies

to address the participants. Each speaker made a two hour pre-

sentation to the group. All participants were unanimous in feel-

ing that these presentations were important contributions to the

success of the program. They were asked to rank the speakers in

order of relevance to their perceived needs, the usefulness of

their information and general level of interest. The list appear-

ing below in the order of ranked importance is the response to

this question.

Topic Speaker

1. Artificial Language Laboratory John Eulenberg
Michigan State University

2. Mainstreaming Handicapped Edward Keller
West Virginia University

3. Providing Opportunities for Martha Redden
Handicapped Students in Science AAAS

4. The Teacher's Role in Preparing Deb Beaudway
Students for the Job World 3M Corporation

5. Recombatant DNA Panel John Yopp and colleagues
SIUC

6. Today's and Tomorrow's Energy Don Butter, Vice President
Needs Continental P:..pe Line Co.

7. Ethics and Science Henry Dan Piper
SIUC

8. Excellence in Education Billy Dixon
SIUC
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Two additional presenters at the workshop which were not

included in the preceding list were: Virginia Moseler, Illinois

State University, who discussed and demonstrated the SAVI/SELPH

materials and William Fleming of Springfield, IL who discussed and

demonstrated the VISUAL TEK materials. Each of these individuals

spoke July 20 to the workshop participants.

Educational Methods Course

Ms. Julia French of the Bureau of the Physically Handicapped,

Louisville, Kentucky conducted the sixteen hours of lectures on the

needs of the handicapped and adaptations to the curriculum necessary

to accomodate these students. As the schedule indicates, Ms. French

met withthe participants Friday morning and afternoons.

Science Trends Seminar

The workshop director, Dr. Sullivan, conducted a science edu-

cation trends seminar on Friday mornings for a total of six instruc-

tional hours. The objective of these sessions was to review some

of the results of national reports on science education within the

context of classroom pr -t ice.

Using a model of science education which presented four dimen-

sions to the teaching task. The project director led a discussion of

the four approaches which a science teacher might emphasize:

1) Facts of Science

2) Conceptual Structure
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3) Process of Scientific Investigation

4) Social/Human Dimension

To assist the participants in identifying where they placed

the emphasis in their own teaching, they were asked to review a

series of statements dealing with methods and philosophy (See

Appendix D). Once the self-analysis was completed, the partici-

pants were led into a discussion beyond classroom practice into

the implications of the national trends ii science education.

The results of the most recent National Assessment of Educa-

tional Progress were reviewed. It was explained that this survey

sought to answer the question of how well informed young adults

are abOut the scientific facts and principles underlying present

problems in society. In addition, the participants received graphic

data from the National Science Assessement and Research project of

the University of Minnesota.

This latter survey of 18,000 adults indicated that while gen-

erally safisfied with their science education experience, 17 year

olds had shown a marked decline in the belief in the value of

science; they felt they couldn't solve society's problems with

tae aid of science. The director's objective was to draw out from

the participants need for a closer examination of their own prac-

tice in an effort to reverse the downward trend which these surveys

have measured consistently for fifteen years.
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III. Evaluation

There were evaluations of vio aspects of the workshop:

1) The quality of the academic work of participants which was
conducted by faculty and 2) the satisfaction with the
workshop which was completed by 24 of the 25 participants
who attended the workshop. (One left early due to family

illness.)

A. Pre-Test, Post-test

Evaluation of the productivity of students took the form of

periodic tests in each of the area of chemistry and physics and a pre-

test, post-test in Zoology. Workshop participants were required to

sign up for two of the science courses and were given a choice of which

courses they would prefer. Nine students requested the opportunity to

take all three science courses. This gave these selected individuals

a relatively heavy study load, since their time outside of class also

included a colloquia, a panel discussion, field trips and evening

guest speakers, all of which activities were chosen to enrich or

enlarge upon the subject matter they received in the other classes.

Evaluation of student achievement in the education methods

course took the form of lesson plans designed for physically handi-

capped students. A selection of these plans is provided in the

accompanying pages.

Evaluation of students for the chemistry course, Chemistry

489 was as follows:

Laboratory 23 %

Best 2 quizes 1, 3, 4 multiple choice 37.5%
Quiz 2-essay type 37.5%

100.0%

The three multiple choice quizes consisted of fifteen pre-tested

questions that were predicted to give class averages of 70%. Actual

averages on those were 94%, 89% and 93%. The mean of the essay quiz
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was 92.5% and required them to write on two of five previously given

topics, one chosen by Dr. Beyler and one they selected. All but two

students with minimal chemistry backgrounds did very well, that is

received grades of 90%.

The results of Dr. Petersen's pre/post test appear on the

succeeding pages.
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ZOOLOGY PRE/POST TESTS
59

Distribution of Score

Wrong Pretest Posttest

5

6

7

8

9 2 (1st quartile)

10 2

11 2

12 1 4 (mean)

13 % 1 1

14 (1st quartile)

\
15 1

16 2 2 (3rd quartile)

17 4 (mean)

18 2

19 1

20 (3rd quartile)

21 2

22 1

23 1

24 1

25
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Item Analysis

(number of students who got item wrong)

Item Pretest , Posttest Item

1 18 18 26

2 2 1 27

3 14 13 28

4 2 1 29

5 1 0 30

6 5 1 31

7 3 1 32

8 1 0 I 33

9 14 12 I 34

10 2 L 4 I 35

11 10 5 I 36

12 17 3 37

13 4 5 38

14 10 6 39

15 1 0 40

16 10 15 41

17 14 18 42

18 5 7 43

19 7 8 44

20 8 1 I 45

21 2 0 I 46

22 not

scored
not

scored
47

23 not
scored

not

scored
48

24 7 4 49

25 16 7 50
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Pretest

8

13

10

2

6

1

I 9

I 5

I 6

not
scored

7

3

6

6

3

10

11

I 18

I 6

0

4

12

I not

scored

Posttest

4

16

11

5

1

8

0

1

7

6

5

not

scored
5

1

0

6

1

14

5

14

4

0

1

4

not

scored
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B. Program Evaluation
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The entire workshop experience was evaluated by the par-

ticipants, utilizing the instrument which appears in Appendix

D. The overall ranking of the workshop appears below.

Table I

Workshop Evaluation

(5 did not complete question)

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

7 3 7 2

In addition to overall satisfaction with the workshop,

each activity was also evaluated. These individual responses

will be useful to those planning a comparable educational

experience.

Science Curriculum

Participants were asked to respond to each of the subject

areas studied by a list of eight questions, and then they were

asked to rate the course. The ratings for each course appear

in Table II.

Table II
Ratings for Each Science Course

(one not responding)

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

Zo 7 8 5 0 0

Ph 2 2 9 2 3

Ch 4 7 7 0 0

(Zo..Zoology; Ph=Physics; Ch=Chemistry)
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The workshop was designed to provide intensive science experience

by Drs. Beyler, Petersen and Sanders;as indicated by the ratings for

these courses and by commentary on evaluations, this goal was met. The

pedagogical methods for the handicapped was taught by Julia French

former director for the Bureau of Education for Exceptional Children of

the Kentucky State Department of Education. Ms, French weighted her

presentations towards the needs of the visually handicapped and she

brought to one workshop session a resource person, a teacher from the

Kentucky School for the Blind, Roger Smith. Mr. Smith was an

excellent addition to the program. Many of the participants

added comments to the evaluation instrument indicating that this

was an excellent supplement to Ms. French's presentation. The

fact that Ms. French's instructional time block came on Friday,

at the end of a busy week was a major disadvantage. Upon reflection

the project directors feel that they would not plan such a concen-

trated time block in this manner again. It was difficult to hold

the attention of the participants over four and half hours.

Other Enrichment Activities

Inadvertently the workshop evaluation instrument left out two

major presentations, that of Virginia Mosier from Illinois State

University and that of William Flemming from the Visual Tek Corporation.

Dr. Mosler brought the SAVI/SELPH materials to campus Saturday the 20th

of July, and permitted the participants to work with the specially

designed science instruments and kits for three hours; Mr. Fleming

gave a two hour demonstration of this optical instrument Saturday, the

20C1 alno.
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The low level of preparedness of many of the teachers for the Physics

course created the disproportionate number of the responses in the "Poor"

column. It should be noted that nine students took all three of the science

courses, although they were required to take only two. Therefore, some

students were evaluating all three courses.

Degree to which Workshop goals were met

The goals of the workshop were listed as follows:

1. To arouse high aspirations in these teachers for their
physically handicapped students through an emphasis upon
the latest technological devices and pedagogical
approaches.

2. To provide greater community-wide recognition for this
select group of teachers, aiding in raising their

morale levels and helping to retain the most tualified
individdals in the profession.

3. To heighten the interst of teachers themselves in the
continually expanding field of science by presenting
to them the latest scientific breakthroughs.

Thirteen of the participants thought the workshop goals had been

met, six did not think so and five individuals did not complete the question.

On balance, it is felt by the project director that the participants

did not weigh into this response the enrichment lectures from outside con-

sultants which brought to the program new ideas ana demonstrations, most

of which related to the specific area of science education for the handi-

capped.

Lesson Plans

Included in this report are a sample of the lesson plans which each

participant completed as part of the methods course during the course of the

summer workshop.
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Jerry Lunger
Educational Methods

Lesson Plan for the Visually Impaired Student

Subject: Biology

Objectives:

1. Students should be able to identify arthropods from other
invertebrates by feeling for specific characteristics.

2. Students should be able to distinguish between the four
classes of arthropods; crustacea, chilopoda & diplopoda,
arachnida, insect by feeling for their individual characteristics.

Materials: A selection of arthropods including at least one from
each class: crustaceans (crayfish), chilopoda & diplopoda (.centipede
and millipede), arachnid (spider), insect (grasshopper)

Procedure:

1. Presentation of the following concepts by the teacher:

a. Phylum characteristics that distinguishes them from
other invertebrates.

b. Clatss characteristics that distinguishes them from
each other.

2. Give each student at least four arthropods; one for each
class to feel for characteristics and the identification
of each class.

3. Teacher will circulate during this activity to help
any students with questions.

Evaluation:

1. Givetia collection of eight to ten specimens,the students
should be able to sort the specimens into four different
classes.

2. The student should be able to explain to the teacher
why they placed a particular specimen into each category.
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Vicky Sugent

Science Workshop
Summer 85

Lesson Plan: Vibrating Objects

Objective: To enable the students to make a sound system and
identify vibration as causing sound. This lesson plan will be of
use in teaching a class of visually impaired students. There are
no sound waves or visual aids; rather, the student can feel Ctactile),
and hear (auditory) the vibrations that cause sound. The st dent
will be able to relate this to the sound made by a piano, guitar,
etc. This lesson plan is for fourth grade visually impaired students.
Directions can be writz-en in braille.

Procedure: Use a paper cup, a long rubber band, and a pointed
pencil. (have th-3e materials lined up in order of use)

1. Poke a small hole in the bottom of the paper cup with the
pencil point.

65

2. Cut the rubber band in half so that you have a long (lon,connectedl
string.

3. Poke one end of the rub!rer band through the hole in the
cup.

4. Tie a knot at the end of the rubber hand, inside the cup.

5. Pull the rubber hand tight. The Sound Scoop is nowt ready
for use.

Hold the sound scoop to your ear, Have your lab partner hold the
rubber band tight.(8e sure not to let go of the rubber bandl
Strum or pluck the rubber hand with one finger.

Q: What happens to the rubber band when you strum it?

Rub your fingers along the rubber band,
Q: What do you hear in the cup?

Now change one ob:;ect in your Sound Scoop system:
You may either:

1. Make the rubber band longer
2. Hold the rubber band in a different place.
3. Use string or wire in place of the rubber band.
4. Get a J.fferent size cup.
5. Get a differnt kind of cup such as a tin can, a plastic

cup, a plastic cup, or styrofoam cup.

Q: What happens if you strum again after you have made the change?
Q: What do you hear in the cup?

Analysis: What causes the sound in a Sound-Scoop System?
What causes the sound that a piano makes?
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Francis A. kitten

ssoN PLAN: WAVES AND THEIR SYMBOLS

OBJECTIVE: To demostrate the connection between circular and
harmonic motion with wave-length and frequency. To show the
factor that determines the amplitude in the demonstration.

VOCABULARY: Lambda and wave length, frequency and circular
velocity, amplitude and the modulus (radius of circle or
height of motion.

SKILLS:(This could be use as practice by a student with help
to develop motor skills and to cross-reference visual
observations with vocabulary .

EINIPMENT:suft lead pencil works best, strong paper towel
roll and 15 feet o% room to "run in ".

PROCEDURE 1: Have two students act like paper towel holders.
Allow enough space for the writer to make a circle on the
desk, one persbn takes end of towel. The writer using the
pencil so that as the paper moves the point will not rip the
towel begins to draw in a circular manner. The runner takes
off pulling the towel. YOU SHOULD SEE A SINE WAVE OR A
COS:NE TYPE GRAPH. (use the words wave- length and lambda
if the class is advance enough then sine wave.)

Repeat the same steps except have the writer make the
pencil move up and down about the diameter of the circle.
YOU SHOULD SEE A SIMILAR PATTERN.

PROCEDURE 2:Repeat the same steps except the writer uses a
larger or smaller circle. (this ought to be use to introduce
the term amplitude.)

PROCEDURE 3:RepF.4t the above except have the writer draw a
faster circle. The runner must try to move at same speed.

ASSOCIATIONS: Connect terms with the demonstration. Call
atttention to other places where harmonic motion such as just
demonstrated is seen.

EXAMPLE: The electrogram, brain waves, sound waves seen
on the oscilloscope, motion of the anchored boat.

SPECIAL: Try allurdinum foil in place of paper towel for
VISUALL IMPAIRED. A rounded stylus is needed to not punch a
hole.

EVAUATION: Have Students draw at different speeds and radii
for a circle and then use a higher stroke for vibrational or
harmonic motion. Let them egplain using the terms in the
demonstration. For a quiz: draw a wave and have them label
the parts. H.-ve them label from a set of waves which has the
greater amplitude.
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Roger Upchurch

Science Workshop

Lesson Plan - Chemistry lab for a visually impaired student

Situation: Johnny Chemist is a 16 year old ,Asually impaired
high school student. He is in a chemistry class studying organic
chemistry. The class is preparing to work in the laboratory to
make some specific compounds that they have been studying. Preparation
of these compounds requires the use of bunsen burners, acids, and
flammable materials, so ordinarily _Johnny would not be able to
participate in these learning activities. By modifying and adapting
the ordinary procedures, Johnny will be able to use his sense of
smell to describe the specific odors with the correct chemical names.

Objectives:

1. Johnny will be able to use the teacher prepared kit
containingspecific organic compounds.

2. Johnny will be able to describe the odor of these compounds
in simple terms (i.e., sweet, fruity, etc.).

3. Johnny will be able to work with a lab partner in learning
to recognize the compounds.

4.Johnrq will be able to pass a test based on recognition
of specific compounds by smell, and be able to name the
class of compound during a regular lab time period.

Special Comments:

The chemicals used will consist non-hazardous organic compounds
easily recognizable by their odor. Specific examples of compounds:

CLASS COMPOUND DESCRIPTION

Alcohols Isopropyl Alcohol Hospital smell

Alkyl Halogenides Chloroform Sweet odor

Ketone Acetone Fingernail Polish Remover

Carboxylic Acid Acetic Acid Vinegar, Pickles

Ester Amyl Acetate Banana, Fruity
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Audrey Cullinan
Science Workshop
Stmm!sr 85

Lesson Plan: For Hearing Impaired Students

Instructional Level: Middle School

Instructional Group: 2 stucsnts

68

Student in this group is enrolled in a total communication
program. He/she is reading at about the third grade
level. Informal and teacher made tests were given to
student. Language development is progressing but lags
2-3 years behind that of a hearing student. Receptive and
expressive skills continue to develop as long as TOTAL
communication is maintained. Student seems to get a better
understanding of concepts if ASL is used rather than a
signed english system. Attention and interest of student
is lost unless doing hands-on activities. Student is very
talented and precise when drawing is involved.

UNIT: The Heart and Circulation

OBJECTIVE: Student will be able to trace the general pathway
of blood flow through the heart and circulatory system.

Previous information known:

Teacher assigned chapter on the heart and circulation. Names
and functions of the structures in the heart and circulatory
system are to be taught prior to completing objective of this
lesson. Vocabulary and concepts are to he taught through
the use of signs, fingerspelling, flash clrds and pictures.

CULMINATING ACTIVITY:

1. Given a large piece of butcher-block owner students
will trace the body of their partner.

2. Hating constructed a flat construction naper model
of the heart that included appropriate colors, and
labels for arteries, veins and chambers in a previous
lesson the students will then strategically place this
model on their drawing.

3. Using red and blue colored felt tip pens the students
will then proceed to draw in the veins, arteries and
capillaries on their model. Making prover connections
to the heart.

4. A key will be included to indicate oxygen-poor blood,
oxygen-rich blood and other symbols and/or information
1,-.eding explaination.

EVALUATION: Will be based on completed life size project and
oral/signed explaination of it by student.
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LESSON PLAN
Rita Johnson
August 3, 1985

POPULATIQN: High school (16-18 year old) students with orth-pedic handicaps. All students function with diminished coor-dination (gross and/or fine motor), as well as secondary
problems (including mild-moderate mental retardation, dyslex-ia, comprehension, short-term memory, etc.)

PROBLEM: Students in this self-contained biology classroomhave difficulty hand1;.ng books and other materials, reading,writing, etc. Hands-on experiences are difficult due to lackof manual dexterity. All the students were interested inlearning about plants, and wanted to "grow" them in the
classroom.

OBJECTIVES:
Biology: To identify basic parts of seeds, sprouts: To

learn how plants grow from seeds.
Other: To increase skill in observing; To distinguish

likeness and differences; To improve eye-hand
coordination; To improve ability to communicate (oral,
written); To use a ruler; To apply subration.

MATERIALS: seeds (corn, bean, radish, pea, carrot, etc.)
shallow containers (aluminum pans, margarine, etc.)small sponges, water, paper-pencil, ruler/magnetic board(adaptive tool), dycem, typewriter.

PROCEDURE: Preparation: 1. Place one sponge in each
container. (Teacher have sponges cut to fit.) 2. Addwater to soften sponges (must be kept moist throughoutexperiment). 3. Put several seeds (of same kind) on eachsponge. 4. Label containers with pencil, identifying kindof seeds in each. 5. Prepare chart on 8 1/2" X 11" typingpaper, as follows: a. Type in following column headings:"day" - corn - bean radish - pea carrot. b. Drawvertical lines between column headings. c. Draw horizontalline un0.mr column headings (1" from top of paper). d. Drawhorizontal lines at 1" intervals down remainder of paper.
OBSERVATIONS: 1. Daily, students observe seeds. They maylook at, touch, smell, even take apart the seeds (1 daily).4. Students may discuss their observations. 3. Eachstudent will write his/her observations. (These may bedictated to teacher or teacher's aide). 4. Each studentrecords observations on chart by typing: a. day and date in
column labeled "day"; b. pertinent information about eachtype seed in the proper space.
EVALUATION: Using te.st and/or reference books, students will
compare their findings. Criteria for successful completionwill be based on recorded observations of roots, stems,color, length, number of leaves, average sprouting time. Aminimum of 807. of criteria established during the class
experiment will be required for completion of this project.
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Kelly Mossman
Science Honors Workshop
Summer 1985

Case Study

Abraham is a 14 year old congenital blind student performing
at a 2nd/3rd grade level. He is a braille reader, learning disabled,
and comes from a Spanish-speaking environment. He is motivated
and gets along well with his peers in a High School setting.
He has difficulty with long and short-term auditory memory. It

appears his best modality is visual (pictures) and tactually (hands-on).

Unit: Getting the feel for Meiosis and Mitosis

Goal: Student will gain an understanding of the development of the
-.heory of biogenisis and the cellular basis of heredity.

Objective of Lesson Plan: The student will be able to determine
the direction of movement of hemologus and chromosome pairs.

Activity: The student will become familiar with meiosis and metosis.

Estimated Time: 45 minute session

Materials:

1. Hemologus chromosome pairs symbolized by pipe cleaners

2. Textbook arid/or tactual raised line drawings depicting
stages of meiosis and metosis.

Instructional Sequence:

1. Provide an introduction to mitosis and meiosis for use
with heredity and genetics.

2. Stress, both orally and head on, the stages which lead to
the result of mitosis and meiosis.

3. Allow stueents time to work with the chromosome pairs.

4. Provide vocabulary and specific information as student
discovers genetic configurations.

Activity Sources:

Textbook, Biology - Living System, ]983, Ch. 6.
Magazine, "Visually Impaired Student", "Biology for the Visually
Impaired Student", p. 293-294.
Materials, Teacher-made chromosome pairs.
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LESSON PLAN

SUBJECT: Earth Science

71
Clifford A. Federmeier
Educational Methods and Material

for the Handicapped
Course #498D

OBJECTIVES: (1) Visually impaired students will be able to distinguish
between intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks by
feeling the relative crystal size.

(2) Visually impaired students will be able to tell the
amount of time a rock had to form after feeling crystalsize.

MATERIALS: A selection of igneous rock samples with various size crystals,
including at least one each: glassy (obsidian), small crystals(gabbro), and large crystals (granite). Sorting boxes: twofor each student.

PROCEDURE:

1. Presentation of the following concepts by the teacher:a. The smaller the crystals, the smoother the rock will feel whenrubbed: compare to smooth and coarse sandpaper. Thus, the
texture of the rock is related to crystal size.

b. Crystal size is related to the time a rock had to cool. Extrusiveigneous rocks formed near the surface of the earth cool quickly,
giving little time to form crystals. Intrusive igneous rocks
which form deep within the earth may take hundreds of years to cool
giving crystals a long time to develop, so large crystals form.

2. Pass around a sample of extrusive, then intrusive igneous rocks,
asking students to feel for smoothness and crystal size, and discusshow long each one had to form.

3. Give each student a random sample of rocks and two sorting boxes.
Students will place extrusive rock samples in the box to their left,and intrusive samples in the box to the right. Teacher will
circulate during this activity to help any student with questions.

EVALUATION:

1. Given a collection of ten igneous rocks, the student should be ableto sort the rocks into extrusive and intrusive igneous types.

2. Given a sample of rock, the student should be able to explain to the
teach_' how much time the rock had to form after he feels the
crystal size.
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IV. Dissemination workshops

As part of the original design of the program, participants in the

summer workshop at the Carbondale campus were asked to schedule a followup

in-service program with district teachers to disseminate what they had

learned to a larger audience. It was recognized that there might be some

local limitations to which would preclude all of the participants from

organizing such an activity.

The purpose of the dissemination workshop concept was two-fold. First,

it would provide a wider audience for the knowledge and materials gained

during the summer program. Second, it would provide another form of recog-

nition to the teachers who participated in the summer institute.

Eleven of the 25 teachers who attended the summer workshop were able to

schedule a program with their local school district which gave them the

opportunity to present a summary of the concepts which they had gained while

at Southern Illinois University.

The workshops generally were scheduled for late fall 1985 or winter 1986.

the attendance at teach workshop was modest, generally under 20. The

presenters utulized a variety of materials, including a set of transparencies

which outlined the nature of the barriers which handicapped students face which

inhibit their full participation in science programs. These barriers include

communicat:ve, attitudinal, environmental and informational obstacles. In

addition to the overhead materials, participants included a set of handout

materials which had been gleaned from the workshop. These materials included:

(1) informr:ion about P.L. 94-142, (2) a sia,_ 'e individual Education plan,

(3) a full bibliography on the subject of science activities for handicapped

students, (4) each presenter also had a set of lesson plans gathered during the

workshop which were available for distribution.

A few of the summer workshop participants indicated that although they
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did not have the opportunity to make a formal presentation, they did share

the knowledge acquired with fellow teachers on a one-to-one basis. In

addition, four of the workshop participants traveled to San Francisco to the

National Science Teacher's Association annual meeting to deliver a panel

presentation, the title of which was, "Handicapped, Mainstreamed and in

'My' Classroom." There were 22 teachers from throughout the country who

attended this session Dr. Sullivan was the panel moderator. The presentation

dealt with the needs of handicapped students for science experiences, as well

as the resources available to meet these needs. An overview of the summer

institute conducted by Dr. Sullivan and Dr. Petersen during 1982 introduced

the subject. Each of the panel presenters, Patricia De Walt, Kelly Mossman,

William Fitzpatrick, and Steven Weil, dealt with an aspect of the subject.

Francis Kittell, another summer workshop participant, attended the session as

well.

The summer workshop participants who were able to conduct in-service pro-

grams for teachers in their district included:

John Toles
Tom Fuller
Don Reimbold
Kelly Mossman
Maxine Fantroy

Stephanie Pauketat
Katherine Gentry
Betty Buzbee
Victoria Sugent
Audrey Cullinan

In addition, Patricia de Walt gave her presentation twice to groups of

special education students at the University of Detroit. One session con-

sisted of 25 students and the other session had 54 participants. Unlike

Patricia's dissemiration efforts, which gave college students a pre-service

experience, each of '.he other teachers presented their information to experienced

teachers in their school district. Many of the teachers were regular teachers

in general classroom setting; they were unfamiliar with the needs of handi-

capped students.
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It is felt that the effort to reach out beyond the 25 teachers who

attended the Southern Illinois University summer program was a partial

success. Optimally, the entire group of teachers would have been able

to conduct a dissemination activity.- Unfortunately, scheduling difficulties

did not make this possible.
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V. Directors' Assessment of Program

In light of the evaluations which the participants in the summer workshop

completed, the project director considers the program a success. Twenty five

teachers attended the four week program on the Carbondale campus and eleven

teachers were able to conduct a dissemination workshop back in their local

school district. Although the recruitment of participants presented considerable

barriers, as described more fully in the section of this report dealing with

Participant Selection, pages 3-6, the mix of teachers with different teaching

backgrounds and a high level of motivation led to an atmosphere of sharing

of knowledge and skills.

The original design for participant selection was extensive, requiring

a number of levels of approval throughout the state educational system. This

initial design was created in the effort to briag recognition to the teachers

selected. Unfortunately, this intent may have created an obstacle to a larger

number of applicants. However, although it was not strictly adhered to, the

program director considers that the process did serve the distinct utility of

weeding uut applicants who were not totally committed to the purposes of the

workshop.

The design of the summer institute held on the Carbondale campus included

threee science credit courses and an education credit course. This standard

program was supplemented by the inclusion of guest speakers, as well as by

field trips.It is felt that the workshop participants profitted P. great deal

from the infusion of experts in a number of fields dealing with science for

handicapped students. This ie ldicated by the evaluations which the teachers

gave to the speakers and by the informal comments which the director received

on the field trips and speakers. When planning another summer workshop this

mix of activities would undoubtedly be considered again. The intensity of
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a four week workshop needs a change of pace in order to maintain a high level

of motivation and interest. Bringing in experts helped to maintain

this level of interest in the overall subject matter and goals of the program.

Closer integration of the science curriculum with the pedagogical tech-

niques needed for teaching the handicapped was one area in which the project

did not achieve an optimal level. If the program were offered again, this

would be an area which would require special attention and detailed plans.

On balance, the proejct director considered the program a success,

including the fact that almost half of the participants were avle to extend

the benefits of the summer program by reaching teachers in their local

district with information on the needs of handicapped students in science.

The dedication which some of these teachers showed by attending the National

Science Teachers Association meet is a cause for satisfaction. Their interest

has been sparked and they will continue to serve as resource people in their

home districts when the needs of handicapped students in science programs

are faced.
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APPENDIX A

4111B/

Southern Illinois
University at Carbondaie
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Press Release

October 26, 1984

For Immediate Release

Division of Continuing Education
618-536-7751

Contact: Mary Jane Sullivan
(618) 536-7751

National Science Foundation Workshop:

Recognizing the Superior Science Teacher

of the Handicapped

SIUC, CarboNale, IL -- The National Science Foundation has awarded

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale- Division of Continuing

Education the grant for sponsorship of the NFS Workshop, "Recogniz-

ing the Superior Science Teacher of the Handicapped," to be conducted

at SIUC during July 1985.

The four-week workshop will assemble thirty-six teachers from

the twenty-state Midwest to receive awards recognizing their out-

standing contribution to science education and teaching, to consider

the trends in science education, to update their training in several

areas of scierce, and to share with each other teaching stategies for

their special populations. Leese nationally recognized teachers will

then return home to host regional workshops in science education for
their collegues.

The nomination process for the NSF Workshop is now being con-

ducted by Dr. ifldry Jane Sullivan, program director. The nomination

process involves local, county, and state education officials from

each of the twenty states in the Midwest region.

For additional information, contact Dr. Mary Jane Sullivan,

Division of Continuing Education, Southern Illinois University, at

(618) 536-7751.
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weett 1; July / -

Class Schedule

7:0C

Sunday - 7 Monday - 8 Tuesday - 9 Wednesday-10 hursday - 11 Friday - 12 Saturday - 13

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

rt

Biology
Neckers 278

Biology Biology Biology

Chemistry
Neckers 156

Chemistry Chemistry Chemistry Science Trends
Faner Museum
Auditorium

Physics
Neckers 278

Physics Physics Physics

Educational
Methods

Faner Museum
Auditorium

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Lunch in

Student Cntr. Luncheon in
Kaskaskia Rm.
Student Cntr.
12:00-1:45

Lunch in
Student Cntr.

Chemistry
Lab

Neckers 203

Educational
Methods

Neckers 218
Leave at
1:45 for
SIU Coal

Research
Center

Return by
4:00

James Swisher
Craig Carrell

Arrival and
Check-in at
Thompson
Point

Welcome: Get

Acquainted
Swimming and
Picnic at

Campus Beach
4:30 -
Dinner

at

5:30

Dinner
Orientation
to Cafeteria

Campus Tour:
6:00-6:45

Banquet:
Guest Speaker
Martha Redden

AAAS

Mississippi
Room

Student Cntr.

Banquet:

Guest Speaker
Deb Beaudway

3M

Corporation

Ballroom
A

Student Cntr.

Orientation:

Mississippi
Room

Student Cntr.

7:30

13:40

9:50

11:00 -

12:00 -

] :00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00
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Week 2: :uly 14 - 20

Class Sthedule

7:00

7:30

8:40

.r
Sunday - 14 Monday - 15 Tuesday - 16 Wednesday-17 Thursday - 18 Friday - 19 Saturday - 20

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Biology
Neckers 278

Biology Biology Biology

Chemistry
Neckers 156

Chemistry Chemistry Chemistry Science Trends
Faner Museum
Auditorium

SAVVY
Presentation

Virginia
Mosley

Physics
Neckers 278

Physics Physics Physics

Educational
meto

Faner
hMds

useum
Auditorium

Lunch in
Student Cntr.
Thebes Room
Blosser-Guest

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Leave from
front of

Student Cntr.
at 11:00
or from

Smith Hall
at 11:10

for

Martin-
Marietta
Energy

Systemsystems in
Paducah

return by
5:30

Visualtek
Presentation
Bill Flemin2

Lunch in
Student Cntr.

Physics
Lab

Neckers 406

Chemistry
Lab

Neckers 203

Biology
Lab

L.S. II 303

Educational
Methods

Neckers 218

Henry Dan
Piper

3:30 - 5:00Picnic and
Volleyball

at

Brenda's
116 Violet

4:30 - 7:30

Banquet:
Guest Speaker
Billy Dixon

SID
College of
Education

Giant City
Lodge

tl

9:50

11:00

12:00 -

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00 -

8 8



nccn J. July .1.A. .-,

Class Schedule
r

Sunday - 21 Monday - 22

7:00

7:30

8:40

9:50

11:00 --

12:00 --

1:00 --

2:00- -

3:00- -

4:00 --

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

Tuesday - 23 Wednesday-24 Thursday - 25 Friday - 26 Saturday - 27

Breakfast in

Student Cntr.
Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Biology
Neckers 278

Biology Biology Biology

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Chemistry

Neckers 156
Chemistry Chemistry Chemistry

Physics Physics
Neckers 278

Physics Physics

Science Trends
Faner Museum
Auditorium

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Physics
Lab

Neckers 406

Chemistry
Lab

Neckers 203

Biology
Lab

Life Sc1P°3

Buffalo Tro

at Touch of
Nature

Car Pool
from

Smith Hall

at

5:00

Banquet:

Guest Speaker
John Eulenberg
Michigan

State

University

Ballroom A
Student Cntr.

Banquet:
Guest Speaker
H.D. Butter
Continental
Pipeline

Ballroom A
Student C,.tr.

Leave from
Student Cntr.
at 11:00 or

from

Smith Hall
at 11:10

for

St. Louis
University

Medical Cntr.

Dinner in
St. Louis

Educational
Methods

Faner museum
Auditorium

Lunch in
Student Cntr.

Educational
Methods

Neckers 218
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7 :00

7:30

R:40

9:50

11:00

12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

s:00

9:00 -

9

Week 4: J 28 - August 2

Class Schedule

Sunday - 28 Monday - 29 Tuesday - 30 Wednesday-31 Thursday - 1 Friday - 2

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Breakfast in
Student Cntr.

Biology
Neckers 278

Biology Biology Biology

Chemistry
Neckers 156

Chemistry Chemistry -- Chemistry Evaluation

Educational
Methods

c,llection of
lesson plans

Faner Museum
Auditorium

Physics
Neckers 278

Physics Physics Physics

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Leave from
Student Cntr.

at 11:00
or from

Smith Hall
at 11:10

for

St. Louis
Planetarium

Winner in
St. Louis

Lunch in

Student Cntr.

Lunch in
Student Cntr.
Orient Rm.

'

12:30

Lunch/
Graduation

Ballroom A
Student Cntr.

Physics
Lab

Neckers 406

Biology
Lab

Life Sc11"

Panel and DNA
Lab Tour

Ohio Room
Student. Cntr.

Banquet:
Guest Speaker

Ed Keller
West Virginia
University

Giant City
Lodge

-117rernination
Workshop

Techniques

Smith Hall



APPENDIX D

EVALUATION

"RECOGNIZING THE SUPERIOR SCIENCE TEACHER OF THE HANDICAPPED"

Please complete all of the following questions. We would value any additional
comments you care to make about the program

SCIENCE CURRICULUM

For each of the two classes you participazed in please note the class and complete
the following questions.

Class:

Were clear objectives for the course outlined at the beginning?

Were these objectives met? If no, please explain.

Was the content new and stimulating?

yes no

yes no

yes no

Was the professor available for outside assistance?

Did the professor's presentations hold your interest?

yes no

yes no

Did the professor make needed changes or clarifications based on the needs and
questions of the students?

yes no

What topics covered in the class will be particularly useful to you in your class-
room tea-hing? 1.

2.

3.

Was an effort made to relate the lectures and labs to specific use with handicapped
students?

yes no

Please rate the course by circling the closest description:

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

Class:

Were clear objectives foc the course outlined at the beginning?

Were these objectives met? If no, please explain.
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yes no

yes no
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Was the content new and stimulating?

yes no

Was the professor available for outside assistance?

Did the professor's presentations hold your interest?

yes no

yes no

Did the professor make needed changes or clarifications based on the needs and
questions of the students?

yes no

What topics covered in the class will be particularly useful to you in your class-
room teaching? 1.

2.

3.

Was an effort made to relate the lectures and labs to specific use with handicapped
students?

yes no

Please rate the course by circling the closest description:

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS

Did the presentations in general hold your interest?

yes no

In general, was the information valuable to you as a teacher?

yes no

What would have made a specific presentation better or more helpful? (State name
of speaker and/or topic presented.)

Please rank in order of usefulness by placing a number after the speaker's name
(1 - most helpful, 8 - least helpful).

Martha Ross Redden

Deb Beaudway

Nancy Quisenberry

Topic

To i

To i

Henry Dan Piper Colloquium

John Eulenberg Topic

H. D. Butter Topic

Topic

Ed Keller Topic
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DNA Panel Topic

SCIENCE TRENDS

3

Were clear objectives for the sessions outlined?
yes no

Did these sessions provide you with new insights and information on scientific/

educational trends for the future?
yes no

What information will be most useful to you in your classroom?

EDUCATIONAL METHODS

In what ways did these sessions help you learn more about working with handi-
capped students?

yes no

What did you find most helpful?

Is there any aspect that you felt was neglected or could have been covered more
thoroughly?

FIELD TRIPS

Did the field trips add to the overall educational aspects of the program?

Which field trip was the most valuable? Why?

Least valuable? Why?

SIUC Coal Research Center

Education: What new information did you learn on the subject?

Interest: Did the tour hold your interest?
yes no

yes no

Application: Which ideas or techniques will be most useful to you in your
future teaching?
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Martin-Marietta Energy Systems

Education: What new information did you learn on the subject?

Interest: Did the tour hold your interest?

yes no

Application: Which ideas or techniques will be most useful to ycu in your
future teaching?

St. Louis University Medical Center

Education: What new information did you learn on the subject?

Interest: Did the tour hold your interest?

yes no

Application: Which ideas or techniques will be most useful to you in your
future teaching?

McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Education: What new infor.ation did you learn on the subject?

Interest: Did the tour hole your interest?

yes no

Application: Which ideas or techniques will be most useful to you in your
future teaching?

ACCOMODATIONS

Were the housing accomodations comfortable?

Was the food service of good quality?

yes no

yes no

What changes would you suggest for housing and meals if we do this again?

OVERVIEW

On a scale of 1 - 5 how would you rank this workshop? (1 - excellent, S - poor.)

1 2 3 4 5
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Thank you for your assistance. We were pleased to have you attend. Please
provide any additional comments you might have in this space.
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Southern Illinois

University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Division of Continuing Education
618-636-7751

RECOGNIZING THE SUPERIOR SCIENCE TEACHER OF THE HANDICAPPED

Workshop July 7 - August 2, 1985

Application Form

Dear Applicant,

The Honors Workshop "Recognizing the Superior Science Teacher
of the Handicapped" is an opportunity to gain new skills, examine tech-
nological trends and advances, meet with other teachers in similar edu-
cational situations and share common concerns. I am pleased that you
have decided to apply.

In selecting the superior teachers who will become partici-
pants in this workshop, the following criteria will be used as guidelines.

1) Develops own lesson plans which are adaptive to individual
needs;

2) Relies upon on-to-one instruction at least 1/3 of the time;

3) Uses a variety of instruction approaches, including media
and small group activities as well as lecture;

4) Meets on a regular basis with most students' parents;

5) Consults with professional counterparts--i.e., guidance

counselors and teachers of other subjects--to develop a
unified approach to students' educational progress;

Please keep these in mind as you complete the application.
Return the application materials to us as soon as possible. We look for-
ward to seeing you on July 7.

Sincerely,

/4-

Mary anew Sullivan, Ed.D.

Project Director, NSF 8470054

Certificates of Achievement, and Graduate Credit will be awarded and
paid for by the NSF grant.
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RECOGNIZING THE SUPERIOR SCIENCE TEACHER OF TH3 HANDICAPPED

Application

1. Biographical Information

Name

Address

street city state zip

Phone (home) (office)

best time of day to reach you

School phone

Address
street city state zip

Principal

Position held

Current courses taught

Years of teaching experience

Local newspaper

Address
street city state zip

2. Essay Requirement: In 1000 words or less please describe your experience as

a science teacher working with handicapped youth. Include case studies of
young people you have taught, problems encountered and solutions you have
used. Overview your teaching style. Describe what you would like to derive

from attending the Honors Workshop, and state a specific problem that you
would like to concentrate on during the Workshop and why it is important to
you.

3. Resume: Please enclose a recent resume which would include the following:

* Schools attended and areas of concentration

* Workshops and conferences attended with special note of any
presentations made

* Organizations in which you hold membership; offices held
* Community activities
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APPLICATION (cont.)

I agree that is selected to attend the Honors Workshop "Recognizing the

Superior Science Teacher of the Handicapped" I will participate fully in all
aspects, including the organization of dissemination workshops in my region

during the following yeer.

date signature of Applicant

I understand, that in making this nomination to the Honors Workshop "Re-

cognizing the Superior Science Teacher of the Handicapped" I have agreed to

give this person my full support in his/her ultimate participation, including

assistance in the organization and planning of dissemination workshops in

his/her region during the following year.

date signature of Principal

date signature of District Superintendent

date signature of County/Regional
Superintendent

date signature of State Superintendent
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